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Debt Capacity Study 

Overall Context 
 

• Debt Affordability 
 

• Debt Capacity 
 

• Internal/External Factors 
 

• Three Ratios for Consideration 
-    Expendable Resources to Debt 
-    Debt to Revenues 
-    Debt Service to Operations 

 



Debt Capacity Study 

UK Debt Payments 
 

• Debt is heavily front-loaded 
with $262 million – or one-
third – amortizing over the 
next 5 years. 
 

• As debt amortizes, additional 
capacity is made available. 
 

• 20 year vs. 30 year maturity 
 



Debt Capacity Study 

The University of Kentucky’s balance sheet ratios are consistent with 
the peer group. 



Debt Capacity Study 

Determining UK’s Capacity 



Debt Capacity Study 

“The University has substantial debt capacity barring any material 
deterioration in the non-debt related drivers of credit strength. Based on 
our analysis, we (Prager) estimate that there is an additional $450-$650 

million of debt capacity at the current rating level.” 
 



 
• New Housing 
• New Academic 
• Proposed Demolitions 
      & Replacements 
• Academic Medical Plan 
• Renovations across  
      campus 
 
 

Potential New Buildings 

Existing Buildings 

Planning Areas 
 



Facilities Transformation Committee 

The committee was organized and charged on December 13th 2011 
tasked with: 
  

1) Creating a detailed financial and physical blueprint for 
transforming the overall facilities of our campus. 
 

2) Developing a specific proposal including the cost of construction, 
maintenance, and renovation for a campus wide transformation. 
 

3) Determine the level and source of financial support for these 
projects. (State Appropriation; UK Bonds; Philanthropy) 
 

4) Determine a location for specific facilities and draft prioritization. 
 



Committee Membership 

Co-Chairs:  
 

 
 
 
 

Bob Wiseman 
Angie Martin 
 
 

Members:    Mike Adams  Steve Byars 
    Phil Harling  Sergio Melgar 
    Robert Mock  Beth Patrick 
    Russ Pear   Mike Richey 
    Jim Tracy   Tim Tracy 
     
 



General Findings 

1) The committee assessed in a very broad brush manner what it 
would take financially to dramatically transform the campus over a 
ten to fifteen year timeline. 
 

2) Units and colleges own project cost estimates and studies were 
utilized where they existed and the committee staff produced high 
level estimates for specific facilities where they did not exist. 
 

3) A campus map setting out and locating the possible transformative 
changes was prepared. 
 

4) A financial model containing project funding and timing was 
created utilizing financial capacity information contained within a 
separate Huron Consultants report. 



Recommendations were issued  
on August 13, 2012 

1) A map of ten to fifteen years of building demolitions, expansion 
sites, recommendations and locations was prepared and 
recommended. 
 

2) A listing of buildings that should be considered for ultimate 
demolition and replacement was developed. (Washington Ave.) 
 

3) Expansions and renovations to specific facilities was studied and 
proposed. (All Buildings across campus) 
 

4) Additional program and facility needs for expanding programs 
and operations was reviewed, estimated and detailed.  
 

5) A financial model (one scenario) was prepared as a “proof of 
concept” which could be achieved over a ten to fifteen year 
period meeting recommendations 1-4 above. 
 
 



Campus Housing 

Central Campus/ 
Cooperstown Zone 

 
 

North Zone 
 
 



Washington Ave Zone 

New Construction 

No. 1 

No. 2 



Central Campus Zone 

MIK 
Renovation 



Suggested Additional Actions 

1) Capital renewal funding should be carefully and seriously evaluated before being expended in those buildings 
suggested for demolition in the future. 
 

2) Planning efforts to program a new classroom building and a science hall should be undertaken soon.  Along with a 
new Science Hall comes the need for additional study of the future use for the current Chemistry/Physics Building. 
 

3) Long term issues of dining capital needs combined with affordability should be undertaken soon. 
 

4) An action plan on a Student Center must be more clearly developed to include locations, costs and strategies 
 

5) Specific detailed planning efforts should be considered and undertaken in the near term for the Colleges of Fine Arts 
and Education. 
 

6) Parking will soon require being addressed in more detail as to timing and financing strategies. 
 

7) The Academic Medical Campus plan (2006) should be revisited as to how to phase and/or reduce costs of design and 
construction. 
 

8) Additional review and study of a “Student Success Center”. 
 

9) The university should continue efforts to move administrative functions, when feasible, away from key center areas 
of campus.  The university should also consider for the future a  potential need to construct and/or purchase an 
administrative office building. 
 

10) The university as part of any major renovation will require convenient available “surge space” for temporary 
relocations.  The university should undertake review of where and when such space can be obtained. 



 

Note: The full Academic Medical 
Campus ($500M) is an addition to 
this summary.  The table on the right 
only  includes a smaller College of 
Medicine facility and renovation to 
Dentistry. 



Financial Model 

The plan recommends about $1.5 billion from various sources over a 
ten to fifteen year period.  The following scenario is to show how the 
projects identified to date could work financially for the University 
but it is only one scenario as a proof-of-concept and the project 
scopes, timelines, fund sources, etc. could change as additional 
information regarding needs is gathered through future actions 
listed and is not a final plan. 



Financial Model: Biennia 1-2 



Revitalizing the Academic Core 

CAPITAL PROJECTS: NEXT STEPS 
 
Gatton College of Business & 
Economics 
• Financing  
• Student impact 
• Community engagement 
 
Academic & Science Building 
• Student impact 
• Teaching and research space 
• “What is Science?” 




